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TurboFlex Profiles Overview

About TurboFlex Profiles
TurboFlex Profiles are groupings of hardware-accelerated (FPGA) features that are associated with a
specific use case. TurboFlex Profiles are dependent on module licensing. Platforms running a standard
license (x600) support only the Base Profile. Platforms running a high performance license (x800)
support all profiles.

Note: Changing the provisioning on your system might cause your system to restart.

These profiles are currently available:

Base (turboflex-base)
The basic profile requires that you provision any module that is licensed with your standard license
(x600).

ADC (turboflex-adc)
The Application Delivery Controller (ADC) profile provides the hardware acceleration features that
are normally associated with the ADC use cases. To enable this profile, provision the LTM module.

Security (turboflex-security)
The Security profile provides the hardware acceleration features that are normally associated with the
security use cases. To enable this profile, provision the AFM® or APM® modules.

Private Cloud (turboflex-private-cloud)
The Private Cloud (PC) profile provides the hardware acceleration features that normally associated
with the PC use cases. To enable this profile, provision the LTM module.

Low Latency FIX (turboflex-low-latency) - Early Access Only
The Low Latency FIX profile provides the hardware acceleration features that are normally
associated the FIX use case. For more information about this profile, contact F5 Support.

About FPGA features

These FPGA features are currently available:

Q-in-Q tunneling
Q-in-Q tunneling is a private cloud feature that uses a double VLAN header, which dramatically
increases the VLAN address space and provides a layer of security by obscuring the inner VLAN
header.

ePVA - TCP IPv4
Embedded Packet Velocity Acceleration (ePVA) is a feature that provides a wire speed L4 TCP proxy
for IPv4 address. This function offloads the CPU from L4 TCP proxy functions.

Per virtual server SYN cookies
The per virtual server SYN cookie feature protects the system, on a virtual server basis, from SYN
flood attacks and enables the BIG-IP® system to maintain connections when the SYN queue begins to
fill up during an attack. The FPGA implementation offloads the effort from the CPU.

NVGRE, VXLAN, Ether-IP and IP in IP tunneling
This feature makes the handling of these tunneling methods more efficient by more effectively
handing the entire (inner and outer header) checksums, and adding support in HSBs to disaggregate



on inner headers. This implementation offloads some of the CPU load associated with termination,
de-termination, and internal switching of the tunnels within the BIG-IP system.

ePVA - UDP
See ePVA - TCP IPv4. This feature adds wire speed L4 UDP proxy for UDP packets.

ePVA - TCP IPv6
See ePVA - TCP IPv4. This feature adds wire speed L4 proxy (UDP and TCP) with IPv6 IP address
support.

Basic DoS Vectors
This is a package of approximately 80 DDoS Volumetric and Protocol Compliance vectors, not
including DNS and SIP vectors.

Advanced DoS vectors - SIP/DNS
This feature completes the package of a total of 100 DDoS Volumetric and Protocol Compliance
vectors, including DNS and SIP vectors.

Per client white/gray/black listing
White lists and Black lists provide the ability to accept a user-provided set of IP-based addresses and
use them as filters for IP addresses, either globally or within a specific route domain or virtual server.
When implemented in FPGAs, this provides wire-speed lists and offloads the CPU.

Multiple Vector Lookups (multi-layer attack mitigation)
This feature enables the ability to separate vectors into ISO layer layers and support multiple
hardware DoS rules per packet.

Custom DOS Signatures in Hardware (Behavioral DOS)
This feature enables dynamically programmable hardware signatures. Only ISO L3 and L4 are
supported currently.

Guaranteed FIX Low Latency (FIX-LL)
FIX is a protocol used by the financial industry, where any delay of information transmission is
critical. This feature uses the FPGAs, Neuron, and flow cache entries to guarantee population in the
hardware flow cache tables, minimizing latency and jitter. This implementation reduces the
probability of TCP Reset to almost zero, which is a problem for the high speed TCP stacks used in
high frequency trading servers. The first 10,000 flows are managed by the Neuron, and there are no
TCP resets. Testing indicates that the probability of TCP reset is almost zero in the 100,000 range.
This profile provides low latency and very low jitter for TCP streams, providing equal and fair delay
to all flows.

Security Analytics: DDoS/sPVA dropped packets info and reroute
This feature provides visibility and re-routing of traffic that is dropped by AFM. It includes global
DoS, sPVA DoS, sPVA blacklist and graylist, Neuron blacklist, and ePVA Duplicate SYN drops. This
feature also includes two debug re-route modes: Re-Route All packets or Re-Route packets on a
specific flow.

Global SYN Cookies
This feature provides a single control for protecting the box from all SYN attacks. It includes VLAN
based thresholds and a global threshold for resulting actions.

Virtual Wire
Virtual Wire, also known as Transparent L4 forwarding, forwards VLANs through the BIG-IP system
through the FPGAs without changing the VLAN headers in the ePVA.

Profiles and features available on i2000/i4000 Series platforms
The i2000/i4000 Series platforms include support for these profiles and features.
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Feature Base profile ADC profile Private cloud
profile

Security
profile

Q in Q tunneling X X X X

NVGRE, VXLAN, Ether-IP, and
IPinIP tunneling

X X X X

Basic DoS vectors X

Advanced DoS vectors -
SIP/DNS

X

Per client white/gray/black
listing

X (i4800 only)

Multiple vector lookups (multi-
layer attack mitigation)

X

Custom DoS signatures in
hardware (behavioral DoS)

X

Global SYN cookies X X X

Profiles and features available on i5000/i7000/i10000/i11000 Series platforms
The i5000/i7000/i10000/i11000 Series platforms include support for these profiles and features.

Feature Base
profile

ADC
profile

Private
cloud
profile

Security
profile

Low
Latency
FIX
profile

Q in Q tunneling X X X X X

ePVA - TCP IPv4 X X X X

Per virtual server SYN cookies X X X X

NVGRE, VXLAN, Ether-IP, and
IPinIP tunneling

X X X X X

ePVA - UDP X X X X

ePVA - TCP IPv6 X X X X

Basic DoS vectors X X X X

Advanced DoS vectors - SIP/DNS X

Per client white/gray/black listing X

Multiple vector lookups (multi-layer
attack mitigation)

X

Custom DoS signatures in hardware
(behavioral DoS)

X

Guaranteed FIX low latency (FIX-
LL)

X

Security Analytics - DDoS/sPVA
dropped packets

X

Global SYN cookies X X X

Virtual wire X
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About managing TurboFlex Profiles using tmsh
You can use the TMOS Shell (tmsh) to manage your TurboFlex Profiles for your system.

View all TurboFlex Profile information using tmsh

You can use tmsh to see information about all TurboFlex Profiles, including the profile that is currently
active on your system.

1. Open the Traffic Management Shell (tmsh).
tmsh

2. Change to the system module.
sys
The system prompt updates with the module name: user@bigip01(Active)(/Common)
(tmos.sys)# user@bigiq01(Active)(/Common)(tmos.sys)#

3. View the currently active profile.
show turboflex profile
This is an example of the output that you might see when you run this command:

---------------------------------------
Sys::Active Turboflex
---------------------------------------
Current Profile:       turboflex-adc

Active Features:       epva-tcpipv4
                       epva-syncookie
                       basic-tunneling
                       epva-udp
                       epva-ipv6
                       global-syncookie
                       adv-tunneling

================================================================================
Sys::FPGA Turboflex Profiles:
================================================================================
PROFILE                     FEATURES
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
turboflex-adc               epva-tcpipv4 epva-syncookie basic-tunneling epva-udp epva-ipv6 
global-syncookie adv-tunneling
turboflex-base              epva-tcpipv4 epva-syncookie basic-tunneling adv-tunneling
turboflex-dns               epva-tcpipv4 basic-tunneling epva-udp epva-ipv6 fpga-dns
turboflex-low-latency       epva-tcpipv4 epva-syncookie basic-tunneling epva-udp epva-ipv6 
adv-tunneling hw-latency-dedicate
turboflex-private-cloud     epva-tcpipv4 epva-syncookie basic-tunneling epva-udp epva-ipv6 
global-syncookie adv-tunneling
turboflex-security          epva-tcpipv4 epva-syncookie basic-tunneling epva-udp epva-ipv6 
basic-dos-vectors adv-dos-vectors epva-spva global-syncookie adv-tunneling multiple-vector-
lookup transparent-layer2 custom-dos-signatures security-analytics
turboflex-ultrafast-layer4  epva-tcpipv4 basic-tunneling epva-udp ultrahigh-layer4 global-
syncookie

View the currently active TurboFlex Profile using tmsh

You can use tmsh to see which TurboFlex Profile is currently active on your system.

1. Open the Traffic Management Shell (tmsh).
tmsh
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2. Change to the system module.
sys
The system prompt updates with the module name: user@bigip01(Active)(/Common)
(tmos.sys)# user@bigiq01(Active)(/Common)(tmos.sys)#

3. View the currently active profile.
list turboflex profile-config
This is an example of the output that you might see when you run this command:

sys turboflex profile-config {
    type turboflex-adc
}

View all TurboFlex Profile features using tmsh

You can use tmsh to see a list of all available TurboFlex Profile features on your system.

1. Open the Traffic Management Shell (tmsh).
tmsh

2. Change to the system module.
sys
The system prompt updates with the module name: user@bigip01(Active)(/Common)
(tmos.sys)# user@bigiq01(Active)(/Common)(tmos.sys)#

3. View all TurboFlex profile features.
show turboflex profile features
This is an example of the output that you might see when you run this command:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sys::FPGA Turboflex Features:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
adv-dos-vectors          Advanced DoS Vectors - SIP/DNS
adv-tunneling            NVGRE, VXLAN, Ether-IP and IPinIP Tunneling
basic-dos-vectors        Basic DoS Vectors
basic-tunneling          Q in Q Tunneling
custom-dos-signatures    Custom DoS Signatures in HW (Behavioral DoS)
epva-dos-vectors         EPVA SPVA DOS
epva-ipv6                ePVA - IPv6
epva-low-latency         EPVA Low Latency
epva-spva                Per Client White/Gray/Black Listing
epva-syncookie           Per VS SYN Cookies
epva-tcpipv4             ePVA - TCP IPv4
epva-udp                 ePVA - UDP
fpga-dns                 EPVA DNS Offloading
global-syncookie         Global SYN Cookies
hw-latency-dedicate      Guaranteed FIX-LL
hw-security-dedicate     NEURON Security
hwsyncookie-neuron       NEURON HW Syncookie
hwvip-neuron             NEURON HW Listener
hybrid-cloud-director    FPGA Hybrid Cloud
multiple-vector-lookup   Multiple Vector Lookups (multi-layer attack mitigation)
security-analytics       Security Analytics: DDoS/sPVA dropped packets info and reroute
transparent-layer2       Transparent L2
tunnel-encapdecap-accel  FPGA Tunnel Acceleration
ultrahigh-layer4         EPVA UltraSpeed L4

View the currently active TurboFlex Profile and features using tmsh

You can use tmsh to see which TurboFlex Profile is currently active on your system and view a list of
features for that profile.
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1. Open the Traffic Management Shell (tmsh).
tmsh

2. Change to the system module.
sys
The system prompt updates with the module name: user@bigip01(Active)(/Common)
(tmos.sys)# user@bigiq01(Active)(/Common)(tmos.sys)#

3. View the currently active profile.
show turboflex profile feature
This is an example of the output that you might see when you run this command:

---------------------------------------
Sys::Active Turboflex
---------------------------------------
Current Profile:       turboflex-adc

Active Features:       epva-tcpipv4
                       epva-syncookie
                       basic-tunneling
                       epva-udp
                       epva-ipv6
                       global-syncookie
                       adv-tunneling

View all TurboFlex Profiles supported by each firmware using tmsh

You can use tmsh to view all TurboFlex Profiles and features.

1. Open the Traffic Management Shell (tmsh).
tmsh

2. Change to the system module.
sys
The system prompt updates with the module name: user@bigip01(Active)(/Common)
(tmos.sys)# user@bigiq01(Active)(/Common)(tmos.sys)#

3. View all TurboFlex Profiles and features.
show fpga turboflex-profile
This is an example of the output that you might see when you run this command:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sys::FPGA Turboflex Information:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FW Type   l4-performance-fpga
Personas  turboflex-base

FW Type   l7-intelligent-fpga
Personas  turboflex-base turboflex-dns

FW Type   low-latency
Personas  turboflex-base turboflex-low-latency

FW Type   standard-balanced-fpga
Personas  turboflex-base turboflex-adc turboflex-security turboflex-private-cloud turboflex-
low-latency

Change the currently active TurboFlex Profile using tmsh

Before you change to a different TurboFlex Profile, verify that you have the appropriate modules
provisioned.

You can use tmsh to change which TurboFlex Profile is currently active on your system.
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1. Open the Traffic Management Shell (tmsh).
tmsh

2. Change to the system module.
sys
The system prompt updates with the module name: user@bigip01(Active)(/Common)
(tmos.sys)# user@bigiq01(Active)(/Common)(tmos.sys)#

3. Change the currently active profile.
modify turboflex profile-config type <turboflex-profile-name>
Confirm that you would like to change the active TurboFlex Profile.

Note: Changing the active profile might require a restart of daemons and disrupt traffic.

About managing TurboFlex Profiles using the Configuration utility
You can use the Configuration utility to manage your TurboFlex Profiles for your system.

View all TurboFlex profiles using the Configuration utility

You can use the Configuration utility to see a list of all TurboFlex Profiles that are supported on your
system.

On the Main tab, click System > Resource Provisioning > TurboFlex.
This displays a list of active and available TurboFlex profiles.

Change the currently active TurboFlex Profile using the Configuration utility

Before you change to a different TurboFlex Profile, verify that you have the appropriate modules
provisioned.

You can use the Configuration utility to change which TurboFlex Profile is currently active on your
system.

1. On the Main tab, click System > Resource Provisioning > TurboFlex.
This displays a list of active and available TurboFlex profiles.

2. Click Enable Profile for the profile that you would like to activate.

F5 Platforms: TurboFlex Profiles
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Legal Notices

Legal Notices

Publication Date

This document was published on February 1, 2018.

Publication Number

MAN-0682-00

Copyright

Copyright © 2018, F5 Networks, Inc. All rights reserved.

F5 Networks, Inc. (F5) believes the information it furnishes to be accurate and reliable. However, F5
assumes no responsibility for the use of this information, nor any infringement of patents or other rights
of third parties which may result from its use. No license is granted by implication or otherwise under
any patent, copyright, or other intellectual property right of F5 except as specifically described by
applicable user licenses. F5 reserves the right to change specifications at any time without notice.

Trademarks

For a current list of F5 trademarks and service marks, see http://www.f5.com/about/guidelines-policies/
trademarks/.

All other product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.

Patents

This product may be protected by one or more patents indicated at: https://f5.com/about-us/policies/
patents

Export Regulation Notice

This product may include cryptographic software. Under the Export Administration Act, the United
States government may consider it a criminal offense to export this product from the United States.

RF Interference Warning

This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment this product may cause radio interference, in which
case the user may be required to take adequate measures.

FCC Compliance

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device pursuant
to Part 15 of FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful
interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This unit generates, uses, and
can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction
manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this equipment in a
residential area is likely to cause harmful interference, in which case the user, at his own expense, will be
required to take whatever measures may be required to correct the interference.

http://www.f5.com/about/guidelines-policies/trademarks/
http://www.f5.com/about/guidelines-policies/trademarks/
https://f5.com/about-us/policies/patents
https://f5.com/about-us/policies/patents


Any modifications to this device, unless expressly approved by the manufacturer, can void the user's
authority to operate this equipment under part 15 of the FCC rules.

Canadian Regulatory Compliance

This Class A digital apparatus complies with Canadian ICES-003.

Standards Compliance

This product conforms to the IEC, European Union, ANSI/UL and Canadian CSA standards applicable to
Information Technology products at the time of manufacture.

Brazil Compliance

This product is homologated by ANATEL, in accordance with the procedures regulated by Resolution n.
242/2000 and meets the technical requirements applied.

This product is homologated by ANATEL, in accordance with the procedures regulated by Resolution n.
242/2000 and meets the technical requirements applied including the exposure limits of the Specific
Absorption Rate for electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields of radio frequency in accordance with
Resolutions 303/2002 and 533/2009.

This equipment is not subject to the protection from harmful interference and may not cause interference
with duly authorized systems.

For more information, see the ANATEL website at www.anatel.gov.br.

VCCI Class A Compliance

This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment, this product may cause radio interference, in which
case the user may be required to take corrective actions. VCCI-A

この製置は、クラス A 情報技術製置です。この製置を家庭環境で使用す ると電波妨害を引き
起こすことがあります。　この場合には使用者が適切 な対策を講ずるよう要求されることがあ
ります。 VCCI-A
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